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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
 
 
STATE OF IDAHO,  
 
          Plaintiff-Respondent, 
 
v. 
 
DANIELLE DAWN KROEGER, 
 
          Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 
Nos. 44840, 44841 & 44842 
 
Ada County Case Nos.  
CR-MD-2013-11741, CR-FE-2016-9337, 
& CR01-16-31785 
 
           
RESPONDENT'S BRIEF 
 
     
      ISSUES 
1. Has Kroeger failed to establish that the district court abused its discretion by imposing a 
unified sentence of seven years, with two years fixed, for possession of methamphetamine in 
case number 44841 and a concurrent unified sentence of seven years, with three years fixed, for 
possession of methamphetamine in case number 44842?  
 
2. Is Kroeger’s appellate claim that the district court abused its discretion by retaining 
jurisdiction in all three cases, instead of placing her on probation, moot because, following the 
period of retained jurisdiction, the district court commuted Kroeger’s sentence in case number 
44840 and placed her on probation in case numbers 44841 and 44842? 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
 
In case number 44840, Kroeger pled guilty to felony DUI (second excessive DUI within 
five years) and, in January 2014, the district court imposed a unified sentence of five years, with 
two years fixed, suspended the sentence, and placed Kroeger on supervised probation for three 
years with the following special condition: 
Defendant has had prior opportunities for probation.  The Defendant is 
advised that this is his/her final opportunity at probation. Failure to abide by the 
conditions of probation resulting in a motion for probation violation, will, if 
proven or admitted, be considered a violation of a fundamental condition of 
probation which will result either in imposition of a rider of up to 365 days or 
imposition of the underlying sentence.   
 
(R., pp.55-63 (underlining original).)   
 Approximately 18 months later, Kroeger’s probation officer searched Kroeger’s 
residence and found a baggy containing methamphetamine, two digital scales, and a glass pipe 
with burnt residue – all of which were easily accessible to Kroeger’s nine-year-old daughter, 
who was present when the items were found.  (R., p.95.)  Kroeger stated that she purchased the 
methamphetamine and then sold it in smaller packages for a profit, and also admitted that she 
had recently used methamphetamine.  (R., p.95.)  The state charged Kroeger with possession of 
methamphetamine, injury to a child, and possession of drug paraphernalia in case number 44841.  
(R., pp. 230-31.)  The state also filed a motion for probation violation in case number 44840, 
alleging that Kroeger had violated the conditions of her probation by consuming and/or 
possessing alcohol on two separate occasions, using methamphetamine, failing to maintain full 
time employment, and committing the new crimes charged in case number 44841.  (R., pp.82-
84.)   
While case numbers 44840 and 44841 were pending, Kroeger violated the conditions of 
release by testing positive for methamphetamine on two separate occasions, testing dilute on 
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another occasion, and missing UA testing.  (R., pp.112-15, 240-43.)  The district court revoked 
Kroeger’s bond and Kroeger was taken into custody, at which time officers found 
methamphetamine in her pocket.  (R., pp.126-27, 269-70; Tr., p.47, Ls.3-15; p.52, L.24 – p.53, 
L.3.)  The state subsequently charged Kroeger with possession of methamphetamine in case 
number 44842.  (R., pp.368-69.)   
Pursuant to a plea agreement, Kroeger admitted that she violated her probation in case 
number 44840, pled guilty to one count of possession of methamphetamine in case number 
44841, and also pled guilty to one count of possession of methamphetamine in case number 
44842, and the state dismissed the injury to a child and possession of drug paraphernalia charges 
and agreed to not file a persistent violator enhancement.  (R., pp.124-25, 136, 256-57, 280, 376.)  
The district court revoked Kroeger’s probation and executed the underlying sentence in case 
number 44840; imposed concurrent unified sentences of seven years, with two years fixed, and 
seven years, with three years fixed, in cases numbers 44841 and 44842 respectively; and retained 
jurisdiction in all three cases.  (R., pp.143-46, 290-94, 397-401.)  Kroeger filed a timely notice of 
appeal in each case.  (R., pp.166-68, 315-17, 427-29.)  Following the period of retained 
jurisdiction, the district court commuted Kroeger’s sentence in case number 44840 and 
suspended her sentences and placed her on supervised probation in case numbers 44841 and 
44842.  (Judgment after Retained Jurisdiction and Order Commuting Sentence, filed August 11, 
2017 in Ada County case number CR-MD-2013-11741; Judgment after Retained Jurisdiction 
and Order of Probation, filed August 11, 2017 in Ada County case number CR-FE-2016-9337; 
Judgment after Retained Jurisdiction and Order of Probation, filed August 11, 2017 in Ada 
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County case number CR01-16-31785;1 see case numbers CR-MD-2013-11741, CR-FE-2016-
9337, and CR01-16-31785 at https://mycourts.idaho.gov/odysseyportal/Home/Dashboard/29.)   
On appeal, Kroeger asserts that her sentences in case numbers 44841 and 44842 are 
excessive, and that the district court abused its discretion in all three cases when it retained 
jurisdiction instead of placing her on probation.  (Appellant’s brief, p.4.) 
 
ARGUMENT 
 
I. 
Kroeger Has Failed To Establish That Her Sentences In Case Numbers 44841 And 44842 Are 
Excessive 
 
Kroeger asserts her sentences in case numbers 44841 and 44842 are excessive in light of 
her difficult childhood, substance abuse issues, depression, work history, acceptance of 
responsibility, and support from family and friends.  (Appellant’s brief, pp.4-6.)  The record 
supports the sentences imposed.   
When evaluating whether a sentence is excessive, the court considers the entire length of 
the sentence under an abuse of discretion standard.  State v. McIntosh, 160 Idaho 1, 8, 368 P.3d 
621, 628 (2016); State v. Stevens, 146 Idaho 139, 148, 191 P.3d 217, 226 (2008).  It is presumed 
that the fixed portion of the sentence will be the defendant's probable term of confinement.  State 
v. Oliver, 144 Idaho 722, 726, 170 P.3d 687, 391 (2007).  Where a sentence is within statutory 
 
                                            
1 Contemporaneously with the filing of this brief, the state has filed a motion to augment the 
appellate record with file-stamped copies of the Judgment after Retained Jurisdiction and Order 
Commuting Sentence in Ada County case number CR-MD-2013-11741, the Judgment after 
Retained Jurisdiction and Order of Probation in Ada County case number CR-FE-2016-9337 and 
the Judgment after Retained Jurisdiction and Order of Probation in Ada County case number 
CR01-16-31785, all of which were filed in the district court on August 11, 2017.  For this 
Court’s convenience, copies of the cited documents are attached to this brief as Appendix A. 
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limits, the appellant bears the burden of demonstrating that it is a clear abuse of discretion.  
McIntosh, 160 Idaho at 8, 368 P.3d at 628 (citations omitted).  To carry this burden the appellant 
must show the sentence is excessive under any reasonable view of the facts.  Id.  A sentence is 
reasonable if it appears necessary to accomplish the primary objective of protecting society and 
to achieve any or all of the related goals of deterrence, rehabilitation, or retribution.  Id.  The 
district court has the discretion to weigh those objectives and give them differing weights when 
deciding upon the sentence.  Id. at 9, 368 P.3d at 629; State v. Moore, 131 Idaho 814, 825, 965 
P.2d 174, 185 (1998) (court did not abuse its discretion in concluding that the objectives of 
punishment, deterrence and protection of society outweighed the need for rehabilitation).  “In 
deference to the trial judge, this Court will not substitute its view of a reasonable sentence where 
reasonable minds might differ.”  McIntosh, 160 Idaho at 8, 368 P.3d at 628 (quoting Stevens, 
146 Idaho at 148-49, 191 P.3d at 226-27).  Furthermore, “[a] sentence fixed within the limits 
prescribed by the statute will ordinarily not be considered an abuse of discretion by the trial 
court.”  Id. (quoting State v. Nice, 103 Idaho 89, 90, 645 P.2d 323, 324 (1982)).   
The maximum prison sentence for possession of methamphetamine is seven years.  I.C. § 
37-2732(c)(1).  The district court imposed concurrent unified sentences of seven years, with two 
years fixed, and seven years, with three years fixed, for the two counts of possession of 
methamphetamine, both of which fall well within the statutory guidelines.  (R., pp.290-94, 397-
401.)  On appeal, Kroeger contends her are excessive in light of her difficult childhood, 
substance abuse issues, depression, work history, acceptance of responsibility, and support from 
family and friends.  (Appellant’s brief, pp.4-6.)  However, all of these factors existed when 
Kroeger committed the first of the offenses in these cases in 2013, and none precluded her from 
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continuing to engage in substance abuse and criminal behavior thereafter.  (See PSI, pp.110, 112-
17, 120-26, 161.2)   
While it is unfortunate that Kroeger had a difficult childhood, she is now 42 years old, 
and an individual’s difficult childhood does not grant her a lifetime pass to engage in criminal 
conduct without receiving suitable legal consequences.  (PSI, p.2.)  Kroeger has had ample time 
to learn and implement coping mechanisms that do not involve illegal behavior.  She was first 
“sent to rehab” at age 13, at which time her substance abuse and past traumas were addressed.  
(PSI, p.110.)  Since then, she has participated in numerous other mental health and substance 
abuse treatment programs, including medication management for both mental health and 
substance abuse, mental health counseling through a recovery-based program in England, 
inpatient treatment at Intermountain Hospital, inpatient treatment at Castle Craig, inpatient 
treatment at Sierra Tucson, intensive outpatient treatment at Ashwood Recovery, a 
detoxification/withdrawal management program, self-help group meetings, a “recovery home or 
sanctuary,” and Community Services Counseling.  (PSI, pp.10, 22, 33, 113-14, 129-31, 134.)   
Despite having received extensive treatment, Kroeger nevertheless chose to consume 
alcohol on and off throughout her time on probation, to begin using a new illegal substance – 
methamphetamine – while on probation, and, more aggravating, to begin selling 
methamphetamine for profit.  (R., p.95; PSI, p.11.)  She admitted that she consumed alcohol in 
October 2015 and December 2015, that she “started drinking a couple beers here and there” in 
January 2016, and that, by May 2016, she was drinking alcohol daily.  (PSI, p.11; R., pp.86, 99.) 
 
                                            
2 PSI page numbers correspond with the page numbers of the electronic file “Kroeger 44840 
psi.pdf.”   
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Kroeger further explained that she “‘saw [her] acquaintances’ lifestyles when they came late at 
night to package drugs,’” and “she then ‘stopped drinking’ and ‘focused on selling drugs.’”  
(PSI, p.11.)   
At sentencing, the state addressed Kroeger’s ongoing substance abuse and criminal 
offending, disregard for the conditions of probation and pretrial release, failure to rehabilitate or 
be deterred despite numerous prior treatment opportunities and legal sanctions, and the risk she 
presents to the community.  (Tr., p.57, L.16 – p.63, L.15 (Appendix B).)  The district court 
subsequently articulated the correct legal standards applicable to its decision and also set forth its 
reasons for imposing Kroeger’s sentences.  (Tr., p.79, L.6 – p.89, L.6 (Appendix C).)  The state 
submits that Kroeger has failed to establish that her sentences are excessive, for reasons more 
fully set forth in the attached excerpts of the sentencing hearing transcript, which the state adopts 
as its argument on appeal.  (Appendices B and C.)  
 
II. 
Kroeger’s Claim That The District Court Abused Its Discretion By Retaining Jurisdiction 
In All Three Cases, Instead Of Placing Her On Probation, Is Moot Because, Following A Period 
Of Retained Jurisdiction, The District Court Commuted Kroeger’s Sentence In Case Number 
44840 And Placed Her On Probation In Case Numbers 44841 And 44842 
 
Kroeger next asserts that the district court abused its discretion when, upon revoking her 
probation in case number 44840, and imposing her sentences in case numbers 44841 and 44842, 
it retained jurisdiction instead of immediately placing her on probation, in light of her substance 
abuse, desire to participate in Drug Court, and performance on probation before she committed 
the two new felonies in case numbers 44841 and 44842.  (Appellant’s brief, pp.6-9.)  The issue 
Kroeger raises is moot because, following the period of retained jurisdiction, the district court 
commuted Kroeger’s sentence in case number 44840 and placed Kroeger on probation in case 
numbers 44841 and 44842.     
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“An issue becomes moot if it does not present a real and substantial controversy that is 
capable of being concluded by judicial relief.”  State v. Barclay, 149 Idaho 6, 8, 232 P.3d 327, 
329 (2010) (quotations and citations omitted).  Although the district court revoked Kroeger’s 
probation and retained jurisdiction upon finding a violation in case number 44840, and also 
retained jurisdiction upon imposing Kroeger’s sentences in case numbers 44841 and 44842, it 
subsequently commuted her sentence in case number 44840, and placed her on probation in case 
numbers 44841 and 44842, at the conclusion of the retained jurisdiction program.  (Judgment 
after Retained Jurisdiction and Order Commuting Sentence, Ada County case number CR-MD-
2013-11741; Judgment after Retained Jurisdiction and Order of Probation, Ada County case 
number CR-FE-2016-9337; Judgment after Retained Jurisdiction and Order of Probation, Ada 
County case number CR01-16-31785; see case numbers CR-MD-2013-11741, CR-FE-2016-
9337, and CR01-16-31785 at https://mycourts.idaho.gov/odysseyportal/Home/Dashboard/29.)  
Thus, even if this Court were to determine that the district court erred, either by not immediately 
reinstating Kroeger’s probation upon finding a violation in case number 44840, or by not 
immediately placing Kroeger on probation upon imposing her sentences in case numbers 44841 
and/or 44842, such a determination would have no practical effect upon the outcome of the cases 
because the district court commuted Kroeger’s sentence in case number 44840, and because the 
district court already granted the very relief to which Kroeger claims she was entitled in case 
numbers 44841 and 44842 – probation.  Kroeger’s claim is, therefore, moot and this Court must 
decline to consider it.  
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CONCLUSION 
 The state respectfully requests this Court to affirm the district court’s order revoking 
Kroeger’s probation in case number 44840 and Kroeger’s convictions and sentences in case 
numbers 44841 and 44842. 
       
 DATED this 15th day of September, 2017. 
 
 
 
      __/s/_Lori A. Fleming____________ 
      LORI A. FLEMING 
      Deputy Attorney General 
 
 
      VICTORIA RUTLEDGE 
      Paralegal 
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 15th day of September, 2017, served a true and 
correct copy of the attached RESPONDENT’S BRIEF by emailing an electronic copy to: 
 
MAYA P. WALDRON  
  DEPUTY STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
 
at the following email address:  briefs@sapd.state.id.us. 
 
 
 
      __/s/_Lori A. Fleming___________ 
     LORI A. FLEMING 
Deputy Attorney General 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
 
STATE OF IDAHO,  
  
             Plaintiff, 
 
vs.  
 
DANIELLE DAWN KROEGER 
DOB
SSN:
  
            Defendant. 
 
 
 
 
  Case No. CRMD-2013-11741 
  
 
JUDGMENT AFTER RETAINED  
JURISDICTION AND ORDER 
COMMUTING SENTENCE 
Event Code: JARJRJ 
 
 Following a retained jurisdiction, the Defendant, DANIELLE DAWN KROEGER, personally 
appeared for review hearing on August 10, 2017, represented by David Stewart.  The State of 
Idaho was represented by Jeff White.  District Judge Samuel Hoagland presided.  The 
Defendant was permitted to respond to the addendum provided by the retained jurisdiction 
program, including providing any additional comments regarding other presentence materials.  
The Court considered the comments, materials, and the arguments of counsel. 
 THE COURT IS FULLY ADVISED AND DETERMINES AS FOLLOWS: 
 On January 19, 2014, the Court sentenced the Defendant to custody of the State Board of 
Correction of the State of Idaho for the crime of COUNT 1: OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE 
WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION. 
FELONY, I.C. § 18-8004C, to a minimum fixed and determinate period of custody of two (2) years, 
followed by an indeterminate period of custody of up to three (3) years, for a total unified sentence 
not to exceed five (5) years, and subsequently suspended execution of the sentence. 
 Commutation of Sentence: The Court hereby commutes the sentence pursuant to I.C. § 19-
2601.1.  Defendant is confined to the county jail for a period of four hundred six (406) days. 
Signed: 8/11/2017 08:21 AM
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CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
 The Defendant is given credit for all time served on this case to date of this judgment in the 
amount of four hundred six (406) days.  I.C. § 18-309.  This credit includes all time served in the 
county jail prior to entry of this judgment and time served on the retained jurisdiction. 
RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPERIS 
 The Right:  The Defendant has the right to appeal this judgment within forty two (42) days of 
the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the court.  I.A.R. 14 (a). 
 In forma Pauperis:  The Court further advised the Defendant of the right of a person who is 
unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the 
right as an indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be 
represented by a court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant.  I.C.R. 33(a)(3); I.C. § 19-
852(a)(1) and (b)(2). 
ORDER OF COMMITMENT 
 Defendant is committed to the custody of the Ada County Sheriff, for delivery forthwith to the 
Board of Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary, or other facility within the State designated by 
the Board of Correction.  I.C. § 20-237. 
 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
 
Dated: ________________________        
 Samuel Hoagland 
 District Judge 
 
  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 I certify that on ______________________________, I served a copy of the attached to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR  
VIA — EMAIL  
 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
VIA – EMAIL    
 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA — EMAIL 
 
CCD SENTENCING TEAM 
VIA — EMAIL 
 
PROBATION & PAROLE-PSI 
DEPARTMENT  
VIA — EMAIL
 
 
       By:      
                  Deputy Clerk  
Signed: 8/10/2017 04:32 PM
August 11, 2017
Signed: 8/11/2017 08:22 AM
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NOTICE TO PLAINTIFFS, DEFENDANTS AND OTHERS 
REGARDING CONTACT WITH THE JUDGE 
(avoiding ex parte contact) 
 
The Judge is impartial and is ethically prohibited from having verbal or written contact with any 
party or entity without all parties being present or being informed of the communication at the 
same time as the Judge.  To ensure that all parties are treated fairly you must comply with the 
following requirements if you desire to communicate with the Judge.   
 
Contact with the Judge by you and other communications by others on your behalf SHALL be 
made through your attorney.  If you are not represented by an attorney or if no alternative is 
available to you, you may contact the Court directly. YOU AND OTHERS COMMUNICATING 
ON YOUR BEHALF can only contact the Judge in the following manner.  This applies to all 
public or private entities.    
 
 
WRITTEN COMMUNICATION:  Written communication or filings to the judge SHALL be 
mailed or delivered to all parties at the same time.  YOU, AND OTHERS 
COMMUNICATING ON YOUR BEHALF, SHALL INDICATE IN THE WRITTEN 
COMMUNICATION OR FILINGS TO THE COURT THAT THESE COMMUNICATIONS 
HAVE BEEN MAILED OR DELIVERED AND INCLUDE THE ADDRESS TO WHICH 
THE COMMUNICATION WAS MAILED OR DELIVERED.  
 
VERBAL COMMUNICATION:  Verbal communication with the Judge can only take place 
in the presence of all parties.  
 
 
ALL OTHER CONTACT WITH THE JUDGE IS PROHIBITED.  THE JUDGE WILL NOT PERMIT, 
CONSIDER OR ACT UPON COMMUNICATIONS THAT HAVE NOT FOLLOWED THE ABOVE 
PROCEDURE. 
 
EXCEPTION:  FOR SCHEDULING, ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES OR EMERGENCIES THAT DO 
NOT INVOLVE THE SUBSTANCE, DETAILS OR ISSUES OF THE CASE, YOU MAY CONTACT THE 
COURT DIRECTLY.   HOWEVER, THE JUDGE WILL NOT ACT UPON THE COMMUNICATION IF THE 
JUDGE REASONABLY BELIEVES THE COMMUNICATION WILL ALLOW A PARTY TO GAIN A 
PROCEDURAL, SUBSTANTIVE, OR TACTICAL ADVANTAGE.   
All communications received by the JUDGE OR THE CLERK OF THE COURT may become part of the 
official court record and may be available to the public.   
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
 
STATE OF IDAHO,  
  
             Plaintiff, 
 
vs.  
 
DANIELLE DAWN KROEGER 
DOB
SSN
  
            Defendant. 
 
 
 
 
  Case No. CRFE-2016-9337 
  
 
JUDGMENT AFTER RETAINED  
JURISDICTION AND ORDER 
OF PROBATION 
 
 
Event Code: JARJRJ 
 
 Following a retained jurisdiction, the Defendant, DANIELLE DAWN KROEGER, personally 
appeared for review hearing on August 10, 2017, represented by David Stewart.  The State of 
Idaho was represented by Jeff White.  District Judge Samuel Hoagland presided.  The 
Defendant was permitted to respond to the addendum provided by the retained jurisdiction 
program, including providing any additional comments regarding other presentence materials.  
The Court considered the comments, materials, and the arguments of counsel. 
 
THE COURT IS FULLY ADVISED AND DETERMINES AS FOLLOWS: 
 
 SUSPENDED SENTENCE: The Court suspends execution of the sentence pursuant to I.C. § 
19-2601.2 and places the Defendant on supervised probation with the Board of Correction (I.C. §§ 
19-2601(5), 20-219) for a period of seven (7) years commencing on August 10, 2017, subject to 
the Board of Correction’s agreement of supervision and upon the following terms and conditions of 
probation: 
1. PROBATION GRANTED.   Probation is granted to and accepted by Defendant with the 
understanding that the Court may, at any time, in case of any violation of any of the 
terms or conditions of probation, cause Defendant to be returned to the Court for the 
imposition of sentence as prescribed by law or any other punishment the Court may see 
fit to hand down. 
 
2. SUPERVISION.   Defendant shall be under the legal supervision, custody and control of 
the Director of the Fourth District Department of Probation and Parole, of the Idaho 
Signed: 8/11/2017 01:30 PMFl LED B : JJiMf aJMJ De p 1 
Fo I Jmr cia l D"s - , A.d a Cm.m 
CH RIS OPHER D. RICH, Ce · 
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Department of Correction, with supervised probation.   
 
3. IDOC AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION.   Defendant shall sign and comply with an 
Agreement of Supervision (AOS) with the Department of Probation and Parole.  
Defendant’s probation officer may impose sanctions for violations of that AOS, and/or 
grant rewards for compliance with the AOS, as set forth in the Rules of the IDOC, but 
may not alter, amend or modify these probation terms without court order. 
 
4. VIOLATE NO LAWS.  Defendant shall violate no law or ordinance of the United States, 
nor of any State, City, or County therein, wherein a jail or prison term could be imposed 
as a sentence, or where a fine or bond forfeiture of more than $499.00 could be 
imposed. 
 
5. DISCRETIONARY JAIL TIME.  Defendant shall serve an additional 90 days in the 
county jail at the discretion of the probation officer, which may be imposed without prior 
notice, without a hearing, and without counsel - subject to Idaho Code § 20-227 and 
Idaho Criminal Rule 33.  The probation officer may allow any alternative jail options 
available, subject to eligibility as determined by the Sheriff.   
 
6. NO GUNS.  Defendant has lost her Constitutional right to keep and bear arms.  
Defendant shall not purchase, carry or possess any firearm(s), violation of which is a 
felony, nor any other deadly or dangerous weapons.  Defendant shall not reside at a 
location where she has access to any firearms. 
 
7. SEARCH & SEIZURE.  Defendant waives her Constitutional rights applying to search 
and seizure, and shall submit to a warrantless search by her probation officer, or any law 
enforcement officer, of her person, residence, vehicle or other property.  Defendant shall 
not reside with any person who does not also consent to such a search. 
 
8. ANSWER TRUTHFULLY.  Defendant waives her Constitutional right to remain silent to 
the extent that she shall answer fully and truthfully all questions of a probation officer 
that are reasonably related to compliance with the conditions of probation.  If requested, 
Defendant shall submit to polygraph examinations, at her own expense, by qualified 
examiners to determine whether Defendant is complying with the terms and conditions 
of her probation. 
 
9. EVIDENCE ALLOWED.  Defendant waives her Constitutional rights of confrontation in 
so far as the State may use reliable hearsay evidence at any probation violation hearing. 
 
10. ASSOCIATES:  Defendant shall not associate with known felons, or any other groups or 
individuals specified by her probation officer, except only as incident to approved 
housing, treatment or programs. 
 
11. COSTS OF SUPERVISION.  Defendant shall pay her costs of supervision in the 
amounts determined by her probation officer as required by the rules of the Idaho 
Department of Correction. 
 
12. PAYMENTS & PRIORITY.   All fines, fees, costs, and restitution shall be paid through 
the Clerk of the District Court.  Payments may be made in installments as determined by 
her probation officer.  At least 50% of each payment shall be applied to the fines, fees, 
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costs and restitution, before being applied to the costs of supervision, unless otherwise 
ordered by the court. 
 
13. EMPLOYMENT/SCHOOL.  Defendant shall maintain steady employment, be actively 
seeking employment or be enrolled as a full-time student, to the extent she is physically 
and mentally able to do so. 
 
14. NO ALCOHOL.  Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any alcohol.  
Defendant shall not reside at any place where alcoholic beverages are kept or 
consumed.  Defendant shall not enter or work at any establishment where alcohol is the 
main source of income, such as a bar.  
 
15. NO ILLEGAL DRUGS.  Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any 
controlled substance, drug or narcotic unless specifically prescribed for her by a licensed 
prescriber, for a legitimate medical purpose, and used in compliance with the directions 
for use.  Defendant shall not enter any place where she knows or should know that 
illegal drugs are kept, used or consumed.  Possessing or using marijuana for any reason 
is illegal in Idaho and will be deemed a probation violation. 
 
16. ALCOHOL & DRUG TESTING.  Defendant shall submit timely, true and untampered 
samples of her blood, breath, hair, urine or saliva, or transdermal monitoring, for the 
detection of alcohol and/or drugs, as and when reasonably requested by her probation 
officer, or any law enforcement officer, to be administered at Defendant's own expense. 
Failure or refusal to submit to such tests when and where directed is a violation of this 
condition.  Defendant shall be drug tested at the Ada County Drug Court testing facility 
for the first year.   
 
17. DRIVING.  Defendant shall not operate any motor vehicle with any concentration of 
alcohol in her system, and shall not operate any vehicle unless legally licensed and 
insured. 
 
18. PROGRAMS.  Defendant shall fully and faithfully participate in any and all programs of 
rehabilitation, education, counseling or treatment recommended in the Presentence 
report or otherwise deemed reasonable or necessary by her probation officer, including 
but not limited to programs of mental health, substance abuse, relapse prevention, 
criminal thinking errors, cognitive behavioral therapy, moral reconation therapy, anger 
management, relationship or parenting, financial planning, and vocational rehabilitation. 
 
19. HIPAA WAIVER.  Defendant shall waive her HIPAA or other privacy rights, and execute 
any releases, authorizations, waivers or other documents necessary to allow the 
probation officer to monitor compliance with any terms and conditions of probation 
relating to medical, mental, psychological, psychiatric, or substance abuse evaluation, 
monitoring and/or treatment.   
 
20. TRANSFER & EVIDENCE ADMISSIBLE.  If Defendant requests that supervision of 
probation be transferred to any place other than the Fourth Judicial  District (either within 
or outside Idaho), by doing so, Defendant thereby agrees that any documents 
purportedly received from the agency supervising Defendant shall be admissible into 
evidence at a probation violation hearing, without further proof of authenticity, credibility, 
or reliability, giving up all hearsay objections and the Constitutional right of confrontation 
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of the author(s) of such document(s).  
 
21. EXTRADITION.  If placed on probation to a destination outside the State of Idaho, or if 
Defendant leaves the State of Idaho, with or without permission, whether permanently or 
temporarily, Defendant shall waive extradition back to the State of Idaho, and hereby 
agrees that she will not contest any effort by any State to return her to the State of 
Idaho. 
 
22. TIME NOT CREDITED AGAINST INCARCERATION.  Defendant is advised that time 
spent on probation is not credited against any underlying jail or prison time imposed.  If 
probation is violated, Defendant risks imposition of the entire underlying sentence, no 
matter how long Defendant has been on probation. 
 
23. PAY PAST DUE FINES, FEES, COSTS, & RESTITUTION.  Defendant shall pay all past 
due fines, fees, costs, and restitution obligations according to a payment plan 
established by her probation officer.   
 
24. PAST DUE CHILD SUPPORT.  Defendant shall pay past due child support obligations in 
accordance with a payment plan established with the Department of Health and Welfare. 
   
25. MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT.  Defendant shall participate in all mental health, 
psychological or psychiatric counseling deemed reasonable or necessary by her 
probation officer. 
 
26. SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT.  Defendant shall continue or enroll, meaningfully 
participate, and successfully complete substance abuse treatment through a provider of 
her choice, at her own expense or subject to reimbursement if necessary, as and when 
directed by her probation officer.  The Court has no objection to a religiously based 
program so long as it is chosen by Defendant.  
 
27. TEST RESULTS.  Defendant shall direct and ensure that her drug or alcohol treatment 
provider(s) and testing or monitoring facilities must immediately (within 24 hours) give 
notice to her probation officer of any and all drug or alcohol monitoring tests, and the 
results thereof, whether positive, negative, missed, or evidence of tampering.  Defendant 
shall sign any documents necessary to facilitate this process.  
 
28. SELF-HELP MEETINGS.  Defendant shall attend and meaningfully participate in 90 self-
help meetings in 90 days, and provide satisfactory proof of attendance to her probation 
officer.  Defendant shall attend self-help meetings as often as her probation officer may 
direct, and provide satisfactory proof of attendance upon request.  Self-help meetings 
include AA, NA, Celebrate Recovery, and the like.  Defendant shall complete all 12 
Steps in a timely manner.   
 
29. SPONSOR. Defendant shall obtain a recovery coach or a 12-Step (e.g. AA/NA) sponsor 
within 30 days and provide contact information to her probation officer.  Defendant shall 
promptly update such contact information for the probation officer whenever there is a 
change in sponsor status.   
 
30. SOBER HOUSING.  Defendant must reside at approved safe/sober housing, until other 
housing arrangements are approved/authorized by her probation officer. 
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31. COMMUNITY SERVICE.  Defendant shall perform 100 hours of community service and 
pay any fee required, as arranged through the probation officer. The community service 
must be completed within two years from the date of this order. 
 
32. PRESCRIPTION DRUG MONITORING.  Defendant shall obtain or facilitate her 
probation officer to obtain a copy of her Controlled Substance Prescription Drug 
Monitoring data from the Board of Pharmacy, whenever requested.  Defendant shall sign 
any documents necessary to facilitate this process. 
 
33. NO DWP. Defendant has had her driving privileges suspended or restricted by the terms 
of this order or by prior orders.  Driving without privileges or driving outside restrictions 
will be considered a serious violation of probation that will likely result in full imposition of 
the underlying sentence. 
 
34. BUDGET.  Defendant shall establish a budget with her probation officer and verify all 
income and expenses. 
 
35. COORDINATION OF CARE.  Defendant’s treatment providers and probation officer can 
and should discuss and exchange documents and information regarding Defendant’s 
status and progress, to coordinate Defendant’s care and supervision, as deemed 
reasonable or necessary by either.  Defendant shall sign any authorization(s) required 
by either, if necessary to comply with this provision. 
 
36. ESCAPE.   Pursuant to I.C. § 18-2505, the Defendant is notified that any failure to return 
to the custody of the Sheriff when required or intentionally leaving any area to which she 
is restricted while in any program permitted as an alternative to incarceration, or the 
removal or disabling of any TAD bracelet, GPS tracking or similar device, will be 
considered an “escape” and may result in an additional criminal charge and sentence of 
up to five (5) years in prison to be served consecutively to any sentence already being 
served or imposed, or a $50,000.00 fine, or both.   
 
37. CURFEW.  Defendant shall have a curfew from 8:00 pm until 7:00 am daily, unless/until 
otherwise modified by her probation officer. 
 
38. RIDER.  Defendant has completed a rider and shall take part in any and all programs 
and aftercare recommended in the rider review report. 
 
39. LAST CHANCE.  Defendant has had one rider and prior opportunities for probation. 
Defendant is advised that this is her last chance and final opportunity at probation.  Any 
violation of any of the terms and conditions of probation will likely result in Drug Court or 
imposition of the full underlying sentence. 
 
40. PROBATION AGREEMENT.  Defendant shall promptly and thoroughly review these 
probation terms with his probation officer, and sign the written acknowledgement 
attached hereto and incorporated herein.  The probation officer shall promptly file the 
signed copy with the Court.  Probation is a privilege, in lieu of incarceration.  Defendant 
must strictly comply with all terms and conditions made by the Court, or by the probation 
officer.   
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41. EXPIRATION.  Defendant’s probation shall expire at midnight on August 9, 2024, unless 
otherwise ordered by the Court. 
 
42. EARLY RELEASE FROM PROBATION.  Defendant may petition the Court for early 
release from probation or unsupervised probation as long as (1) she has served at least 
three and one-half years on probation, (2) she has committed no crimes and has had no 
probation violation(s), (3) she has successfully completed all programming, and (4) she 
has paid all fines, fees, costs and restitution imposed.  The Petition should include 
documentation verifying compliance with the above. 
 
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
 The Defendant is given credit for all time served on this case to date of this judgment in the 
amount of three hundred forty-six (346) days.  I.C. § 18-309.  This credit includes all time served in 
the county jail prior to entry of this judgment and time served on the retained jurisdiction. 
RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPERIS 
 The Right:  The Defendant has the right to appeal this judgment within forty two (42) days of 
the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the court.  I.A.R. 14 (a). 
 In forma Pauperis:  The Court further advised the Defendant of the right of a person who is 
unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the 
right as an indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be 
represented by a court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant.  I.C.R. 33(a)(3); I.C. § 19-
852(a)(1) and (b)(2). 
 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
 
Dated: ________________________        
 Samuel Hoagland 
 District Judge 
 
ACCEPTANCE OF PROBATION 
 
 This is to certify that I read or had read to me and fully understand and accept all the 
conditions under which I am being granted probation.  I will abide by and conform to them 
strictly and fully understand that my failure to do so may result in the revocation of my 
probation and commitment to the Board of Correction to serve the sentence originally 
imposed.  
DATED:            
      Defendant’s Signature 
 
Signed: 8/11/2017 12:32 PM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 I certify that on ______________________________, I served a copy of the attached to: 
 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR  
VIA — EMAIL  
 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
VIA – EMAIL    
 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA — EMAIL 
 
CCD SENTENCING TEAM 
VIA — EMAIL 
 
PROBATION & PAROLE-PSI DEPARTMENT  
VIA — EMAIL 
 
 
 
       By:      
                  Deputy Clerk  
August 11, 2017
Signed: 8/11/2017 01:31 PM
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NOTICE TO PLAINTIFFS, DEFENDANTS AND OTHERS 
REGARDING CONTACT WITH THE JUDGE 
(avoiding ex parte contact) 
 
The Judge is impartial and is ethically prohibited from having verbal or written contact with any 
party or entity without all parties being present or being informed of the communication at the 
same time as the Judge.  To ensure that all parties are treated fairly you must comply with the 
following requirements if you desire to communicate with the Judge.   
 
Contact with the Judge by you and other communications by others on your behalf SHALL be 
made through your attorney.  If you are not represented by an attorney or if no alternative is 
available to you, you may contact the Court directly. YOU AND OTHERS COMMUNICATING 
ON YOUR BEHALF can only contact the Judge in the following manner.  This applies to all 
public or private entities.    
 
 
WRITTEN COMMUNICATION:  Written communication or filings to the judge SHALL be 
mailed or delivered to all parties at the same time.  YOU, AND OTHERS 
COMMUNICATING ON YOUR BEHALF, SHALL INDICATE IN THE WRITTEN 
COMMUNICATION OR FILINGS TO THE COURT THAT THESE COMMUNICATIONS 
HAVE BEEN MAILED OR DELIVERED AND INCLUDE THE ADDRESS TO WHICH 
THE COMMUNICATION WAS MAILED OR DELIVERED.  
 
VERBAL COMMUNICATION:  Verbal communication with the Judge can only take place 
in the presence of all parties.  
 
 
ALL OTHER CONTACT WITH THE JUDGE IS PROHIBITED.  THE JUDGE WILL NOT PERMIT, 
CONSIDER OR ACT UPON COMMUNICATIONS THAT HAVE NOT FOLLOWED THE ABOVE 
PROCEDURE. 
 
EXCEPTION:  FOR SCHEDULING, ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES OR EMERGENCIES THAT DO 
NOT INVOLVE THE SUBSTANCE, DETAILS OR ISSUES OF THE CASE, YOU MAY CONTACT THE 
COURT DIRECTLY.   HOWEVER, THE JUDGE WILL NOT ACT UPON THE COMMUNICATION IF THE 
JUDGE REASONABLY BELIEVES THE COMMUNICATION WILL ALLOW A PARTY TO GAIN A 
PROCEDURAL, SUBSTANTIVE, OR TACTICAL ADVANTAGE.   
All communications received by the JUDGE OR THE CLERK OF THE COURT may become part of the 
official court record and may be available to the public.   
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
 
STATE OF IDAHO,  
  
             Plaintiff, 
 
vs.  
 
DANIELLE DAWN KROEGER 
DOB:
SSN:
  
            Defendant. 
 
 
 
 
  Case No. CR01-2016-31785 
  
 
JUDGMENT AFTER RETAINED  
JURISDICTION AND ORDER 
OF PROBATION 
 
 
Event Code: JARJRJ 
 
 Following a retained jurisdiction, the Defendant, DANIELLE DAWN KROEGER, personally 
appeared for review hearing on August 10, 2017, represented by David Stewart.  The State of 
Idaho was represented by Jeff White.  District Judge Samuel Hoagland presided.  The 
Defendant was permitted to respond to the addendum provided by the retained jurisdiction 
program, including providing any additional comments regarding other presentence materials.  
The Court considered the comments, materials, and the arguments of counsel. 
 
THE COURT IS FULLY ADVISED AND DETERMINES AS FOLLOWS: 
 
 SUSPENDED SENTENCE: The Court suspends execution of the sentence pursuant to I.C. § 
19-2601.2 and places the Defendant on supervised probation with the Board of Correction (I.C. §§ 
19-2601(5), 20-219) for a period of seven (7) years commencing on August 10, 2017, subject to 
the Board of Correction’s agreement of supervision and upon the following terms and conditions of 
probation: 
1. PROBATION GRANTED.   Probation is granted to and accepted by Defendant with the 
understanding that the Court may, at any time, in case of any violation of any of the 
terms or conditions of probation, cause Defendant to be returned to the Court for the 
imposition of sentence as prescribed by law or any other punishment the Court may see 
fit to hand down. 
 
2. SUPERVISION.   Defendant shall be under the legal supervision, custody and control of 
the Director of the Fourth District Department of Probation and Parole, of the Idaho 
Signed: 8/11/2017 01:35 PMFl LED By : j.JiMf: aJkll De p 1.rty C erk 
Fon.1 Jud ic·a1 ms r"ct, Ada County 
CHRISlOPHER D. RICH, C erk 
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Department of Correction, with supervised probation.   
 
3. IDOC AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION.   Defendant shall sign and comply with an 
Agreement of Supervision (AOS) with the Department of Probation and Parole.  
Defendant’s probation officer may impose sanctions for violations of that AOS, and/or 
grant rewards for compliance with the AOS, as set forth in the Rules of the IDOC, but 
may not alter, amend or modify these probation terms without court order. 
 
4. VIOLATE NO LAWS.  Defendant shall violate no law or ordinance of the United States, 
nor of any State, City, or County therein, wherein a jail or prison term could be imposed 
as a sentence, or where a fine or bond forfeiture of more than $499.00 could be 
imposed. 
 
5. DISCRETIONARY JAIL TIME.  Defendant shall serve an additional 90 days in the 
county jail at the discretion of the probation officer, which may be imposed without prior 
notice, without a hearing, and without counsel - subject to Idaho Code § 20-227 and 
Idaho Criminal Rule 33.  The probation officer may allow any alternative jail options 
available, subject to eligibility as determined by the Sheriff.   
 
6. NO GUNS.  Defendant has lost her Constitutional right to keep and bear arms.  
Defendant shall not purchase, carry or possess any firearm(s), violation of which is a 
felony, nor any other deadly or dangerous weapons.  Defendant shall not reside at a 
location where she has access to any firearms. 
 
7. SEARCH & SEIZURE.  Defendant waives her Constitutional rights applying to search 
and seizure, and shall submit to a warrantless search by her probation officer, or any law 
enforcement officer, of her person, residence, vehicle or other property.  Defendant shall 
not reside with any person who does not also consent to such a search. 
 
8. ANSWER TRUTHFULLY.  Defendant waives her Constitutional right to remain silent to 
the extent that she shall answer fully and truthfully all questions of a probation officer 
that are reasonably related to compliance with the conditions of probation.  If requested, 
Defendant shall submit to polygraph examinations, at her own expense, by qualified 
examiners to determine whether Defendant is complying with the terms and conditions 
of her probation. 
 
9. EVIDENCE ALLOWED.  Defendant waives her Constitutional rights of confrontation in 
so far as the State may use reliable hearsay evidence at any probation violation hearing. 
 
10. ASSOCIATES:  Defendant shall not associate with known felons, or any other groups or 
individuals specified by her probation officer, except only as incident to approved 
housing, treatment or programs. 
 
11. COSTS OF SUPERVISION.  Defendant shall pay her costs of supervision in the 
amounts determined by her probation officer as required by the rules of the Idaho 
Department of Correction. 
 
12. PAYMENTS & PRIORITY.   All fines, fees, costs, and restitution shall be paid through 
the Clerk of the District Court.  Payments may be made in installments as determined by 
her probation officer.  At least 50% of each payment shall be applied to the fines, fees, 
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costs and restitution, before being applied to the costs of supervision, unless otherwise 
ordered by the court. 
 
13. EMPLOYMENT/SCHOOL.  Defendant shall maintain steady employment, be actively 
seeking employment or be enrolled as a full-time student, to the extent she is physically 
and mentally able to do so. 
 
14. NO ALCOHOL.  Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any alcohol.  
Defendant shall not reside at any place where alcoholic beverages are kept or 
consumed.  Defendant shall not enter or work at any establishment where alcohol is the 
main source of income, such as a bar.  
 
15. NO ILLEGAL DRUGS.  Defendant shall not purchase, possess or consume any 
controlled substance, drug or narcotic unless specifically prescribed for her by a licensed 
prescriber, for a legitimate medical purpose, and used in compliance with the directions 
for use.  Defendant shall not enter any place where she knows or should know that 
illegal drugs are kept, used or consumed.  Possessing or using marijuana for any reason 
is illegal in Idaho and will be deemed a probation violation. 
 
16. ALCOHOL & DRUG TESTING.  Defendant shall submit timely, true and untampered 
samples of her blood, breath, hair, urine or saliva, or transdermal monitoring, for the 
detection of alcohol and/or drugs, as and when reasonably requested by her probation 
officer, or any law enforcement officer, to be administered at Defendant's own expense. 
Failure or refusal to submit to such tests when and where directed is a violation of this 
condition.  Defendant shall be drug tested at the Ada County Drug Court testing facility 
for the first year.   
 
17. DRIVING.  Defendant shall not operate any motor vehicle with any concentration of 
alcohol in her system, and shall not operate any vehicle unless legally licensed and 
insured. 
 
18. PROGRAMS.  Defendant shall fully and faithfully participate in any and all programs of 
rehabilitation, education, counseling or treatment recommended in the Presentence 
report or otherwise deemed reasonable or necessary by her probation officer, including 
but not limited to programs of mental health, substance abuse, relapse prevention, 
criminal thinking errors, cognitive behavioral therapy, moral reconation therapy, anger 
management, relationship or parenting, financial planning, and vocational rehabilitation. 
 
19. HIPAA WAIVER.  Defendant shall waive her HIPAA or other privacy rights, and execute 
any releases, authorizations, waivers or other documents necessary to allow the 
probation officer to monitor compliance with any terms and conditions of probation 
relating to medical, mental, psychological, psychiatric, or substance abuse evaluation, 
monitoring and/or treatment.   
 
20. TRANSFER & EVIDENCE ADMISSIBLE.  If Defendant requests that supervision of 
probation be transferred to any place other than the Fourth Judicial  District (either within 
or outside Idaho), by doing so, Defendant thereby agrees that any documents 
purportedly received from the agency supervising Defendant shall be admissible into 
evidence at a probation violation hearing, without further proof of authenticity, credibility, 
or reliability, giving up all hearsay objections and the Constitutional right of confrontation 
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of the author(s) of such document(s).  
 
21. EXTRADITION.  If placed on probation to a destination outside the State of Idaho, or if 
Defendant leaves the State of Idaho, with or without permission, whether permanently or 
temporarily, Defendant shall waive extradition back to the State of Idaho, and hereby 
agrees that she will not contest any effort by any State to return her to the State of 
Idaho. 
 
22. TIME NOT CREDITED AGAINST INCARCERATION.  Defendant is advised that time 
spent on probation is not credited against any underlying jail or prison time imposed.  If 
probation is violated, Defendant risks imposition of the entire underlying sentence, no 
matter how long Defendant has been on probation. 
 
23. PAY PAST DUE FINES, FEES, COSTS, & RESTITUTION.  Defendant shall pay all past 
due fines, fees, costs, and restitution obligations according to a payment plan 
established by her probation officer.   
 
24. PAST DUE CHILD SUPPORT.  Defendant shall pay past due child support obligations in 
accordance with a payment plan established with the Department of Health and Welfare. 
   
25. MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT.  Defendant shall participate in all mental health, 
psychological or psychiatric counseling deemed reasonable or necessary by her 
probation officer. 
 
26. SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT.  Defendant shall continue or enroll, meaningfully 
participate, and successfully complete substance abuse treatment through a provider of 
her choice, at her own expense or subject to reimbursement if necessary, as and when 
directed by her probation officer.  The Court has no objection to a religiously based 
program so long as it is chosen by Defendant.  
 
27. TEST RESULTS.  Defendant shall direct and ensure that her drug or alcohol treatment 
provider(s) and testing or monitoring facilities must immediately (within 24 hours) give 
notice to her probation officer of any and all drug or alcohol monitoring tests, and the 
results thereof, whether positive, negative, missed, or evidence of tampering.  Defendant 
shall sign any documents necessary to facilitate this process.  
 
28. SELF-HELP MEETINGS.  Defendant shall attend and meaningfully participate in 90 self-
help meetings in 90 days, and provide satisfactory proof of attendance to her probation 
officer.  Defendant shall attend self-help meetings as often as her probation officer may 
direct, and provide satisfactory proof of attendance upon request.  Self-help meetings 
include AA, NA, Celebrate Recovery, and the like.  Defendant shall complete all 12 
Steps in a timely manner.   
 
29. SPONSOR. Defendant shall obtain a recovery coach or a 12-Step (e.g. AA/NA) sponsor 
within 30 days and provide contact information to her probation officer.  Defendant shall 
promptly update such contact information for the probation officer whenever there is a 
change in sponsor status.   
 
30. SOBER HOUSING.  Defendant must reside at approved safe/sober housing, until other 
housing arrangements are approved/authorized by her probation officer. 
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31. COMMUNITY SERVICE.  Defendant shall perform 100 hours of community service and 
pay any fee required, as arranged through the probation officer. The community service 
must be completed within two years from the date of this order. 
 
32. PRESCRIPTION DRUG MONITORING.  Defendant shall obtain or facilitate her 
probation officer to obtain a copy of her Controlled Substance Prescription Drug 
Monitoring data from the Board of Pharmacy, whenever requested.  Defendant shall sign 
any documents necessary to facilitate this process. 
 
33. NO DWP. Defendant has had her driving privileges suspended or restricted by the terms 
of this order or by prior orders.  Driving without privileges or driving outside restrictions 
will be considered a serious violation of probation that will likely result in full imposition of 
the underlying sentence. 
 
34. BUDGET.  Defendant shall establish a budget with her probation officer and verify all 
income and expenses. 
 
35. COORDINATION OF CARE.  Defendant’s treatment providers and probation officer can 
and should discuss and exchange documents and information regarding Defendant’s 
status and progress, to coordinate Defendant’s care and supervision, as deemed 
reasonable or necessary by either.  Defendant shall sign any authorization(s) required 
by either, if necessary to comply with this provision. 
 
36. ESCAPE.   Pursuant to I.C. § 18-2505, the Defendant is notified that any failure to return 
to the custody of the Sheriff when required or intentionally leaving any area to which she 
is restricted while in any program permitted as an alternative to incarceration, or the 
removal or disabling of any TAD bracelet, GPS tracking or similar device, will be 
considered an “escape” and may result in an additional criminal charge and sentence of 
up to five (5) years in prison to be served consecutively to any sentence already being 
served or imposed, or a $50,000.00 fine, or both.   
 
37. CURFEW.  Defendant shall have a curfew from 8:00 pm until 7:00 am daily, unless/until 
otherwise modified by her probation officer. 
 
38. RIDER.  Defendant has completed a rider and shall take part in any and all programs 
and aftercare recommended in the rider review report. 
 
39. LAST CHANCE.  Defendant has had one rider and prior opportunities for probation. 
Defendant is advised that this is her last chance and final opportunity at probation.  Any 
violation of any of the terms and conditions of probation will likely result in Drug Court or 
imposition of the full underlying sentence. 
 
40. PROBATION AGREEMENT.  Defendant shall promptly and thoroughly review these 
probation terms with his probation officer, and sign the written acknowledgement 
attached hereto and incorporated herein.  The probation officer shall promptly file the 
signed copy with the Court.  Probation is a privilege, in lieu of incarceration.  Defendant 
must strictly comply with all terms and conditions made by the Court, or by the probation 
officer.   
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41. EXPIRATION.  Defendant’s probation shall expire at midnight on August 9, 2024, unless 
otherwise ordered by the Court. 
 
42. EARLY RELEASE FROM PROBATION.  Defendant may petition the Court for early 
release from probation or unsupervised probation as long as (1) she has served at least 
three and one-half years on probation, (2) she has committed no crimes and has had no 
probation violation(s), (3) she has successfully completed all programming, and (4) she 
has paid all fines, fees, costs and restitution imposed.  The Petition should include 
documentation verifying compliance with the above. 
 
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
 The Defendant is given credit for all time served on this case to date of this judgment in the 
amount of three hundred twenty-three (323) days.  I.C. § 18-309.  This credit includes all time 
served in the county jail prior to entry of this judgment and time served on the retained jurisdiction. 
RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPERIS 
 The Right:  The Defendant has the right to appeal this judgment within forty two (42) days of 
the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the court.  I.A.R. 14 (a). 
 In forma Pauperis:  The Court further advised the Defendant of the right of a person who is 
unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the 
right as an indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be 
represented by a court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant.  I.C.R. 33(a)(3); I.C. § 19-
852(a)(1) and (b)(2). 
 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
 
Dated: ________________________        
 Samuel Hoagland 
 District Judge 
 
ACCEPTANCE OF PROBATION 
 
 This is to certify that I read or had read to me and fully understand and accept all the 
conditions under which I am being granted probation.  I will abide by and conform to them 
strictly and fully understand that my failure to do so may result in the revocation of my 
probation and commitment to the Board of Correction to serve the sentence originally 
imposed.  
DATED:            
      Defendant’s Signature 
 
Signed: 8/11/2017 12:33 PM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 I certify that on ______________________________, I served a copy of the attached to: 
 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR  
VIA — EMAIL  
 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
VIA – EMAIL    
 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA — EMAIL 
 
CCD SENTENCING TEAM 
VIA — EMAIL 
 
PROBATION & PAROLE-PSI DEPARTMENT  
VIA — EMAIL 
 
 
 
       By:      
                  Deputy Clerk  
August 11, 2017
Signed: 8/11/2017 01:35 PM
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NOTICE TO PLAINTIFFS, DEFENDANTS AND OTHERS 
REGARDING CONTACT WITH THE JUDGE 
(avoiding ex parte contact) 
 
The Judge is impartial and is ethically prohibited from having verbal or written contact with any 
party or entity without all parties being present or being informed of the communication at the 
same time as the Judge.  To ensure that all parties are treated fairly you must comply with the 
following requirements if you desire to communicate with the Judge.   
 
Contact with the Judge by you and other communications by others on your behalf SHALL be 
made through your attorney.  If you are not represented by an attorney or if no alternative is 
available to you, you may contact the Court directly. YOU AND OTHERS COMMUNICATING 
ON YOUR BEHALF can only contact the Judge in the following manner.  This applies to all 
public or private entities.    
 
 
WRITTEN COMMUNICATION:  Written communication or filings to the judge SHALL be 
mailed or delivered to all parties at the same time.  YOU, AND OTHERS 
COMMUNICATING ON YOUR BEHALF, SHALL INDICATE IN THE WRITTEN 
COMMUNICATION OR FILINGS TO THE COURT THAT THESE COMMUNICATIONS 
HAVE BEEN MAILED OR DELIVERED AND INCLUDE THE ADDRESS TO WHICH 
THE COMMUNICATION WAS MAILED OR DELIVERED.  
 
VERBAL COMMUNICATION:  Verbal communication with the Judge can only take place 
in the presence of all parties.  
 
 
ALL OTHER CONTACT WITH THE JUDGE IS PROHIBITED.  THE JUDGE WILL NOT PERMIT, 
CONSIDER OR ACT UPON COMMUNICATIONS THAT HAVE NOT FOLLOWED THE ABOVE 
PROCEDURE. 
 
EXCEPTION:  FOR SCHEDULING, ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES OR EMERGENCIES THAT DO 
NOT INVOLVE THE SUBSTANCE, DETAILS OR ISSUES OF THE CASE, YOU MAY CONTACT THE 
COURT DIRECTLY.   HOWEVER, THE JUDGE WILL NOT ACT UPON THE COMMUNICATION IF THE 
JUDGE REASONABLY BELIEVES THE COMMUNICATION WILL ALLOW A PARTY TO GAIN A 
PROCEDURAL, SUBSTANTIVE, OR TACTICAL ADVANTAGE.   
All communications received by the JUDGE OR THE CLERK OF THE COURT may become part of the 
official court record and may be available to the public.   
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1 MS. PETERSON Nothing lawful Your Honor. 1 recommending a two plus five for seven and the court
2 THE COURT All right. Then in the absence 2 retaining jurisdiction and both riders to be concurrent
3 of any objection the court will sign those when I see 3 obviously.
0 them In the queue. 4 Judge I am aware that the defendant hasNow before I hear arguments from the State 5 been screened for Drug Court and I certainly think that
6 Id like to take a couple of minutes and read through 6 would be an appropriate condition of probation after the
7 these letters so that I have that information In my head. 7 defendant successfully completes a period of retained
8 Then we can proceed right on down the line. 8 jurisdiction and Ill explain why that is the States
9 Thank you. I guess I want the record to 9 position.
10 show that these -- there are two letters here. One from 10 Judge I know you can see In this
11 Tina Marshal of Lewiston Idaho and the other is from her 11 defendants history her alcohol addiction -- It goes back
12 son ve now read and reviewed those 12 many many many years and In reviewing the documentation
13 letters. 13 that weve been provided I see that she recounts
14 All right. Ms. Reilly Ill hear your 14 inpatient treatment for alcohol back In 1988. An
15 comments and recommendations. 15 Inpatient treatment In 2010. Another inpatient treatment
16 MS. REILLY Thank you judge. In these 16 at Intermountain Hospital in 2013. And then inpatient--17
cases the State Is going to be asking the court to retain 17 or excuse me -- intensive outpatient in 2014 at Ashwood.
18 jurisdiction. In the probation case the excessive DUI 18 And the defendants criminal history
19 obviously the State will be recommending that the court 19 reflects a pattern in which her substance abuse and/or
20 revoke the defendants sentence and impose that rider. 20 addiction Is completely out of her control. Despite legal
21 In CRFE 2016 - 9337 the State is requesting 21 Intervention and despite later on being on probation and
22 a judgment of conviction two years fixed followed by five 22 probation officers intervention. I bring that up going
23 years indeterminant with the court retaining 23 all the way back to her
first excessive DUI. The
24 jurisdiction. 24 conviction is January 29th 2013. And
she is on
25 And CR 01 - 16 - 31785 the State Is also 25 August 15th 2013 again operating a motor vehicle with
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1 an excessive alcohol concentration .27 .271 And thats I probation and shes given an opportunity at pretrial
2 what About seven and a half months later after initially 2 release. And it appears to me that her bond is reduced in
3 being placed on misdemeanor probation for her first 3 the first possession of a
controlled substance felony
4 excessive DUI. 4 from 2016 on or about August 3rd 2016. And she was able
5 And so that initial Intervention wasnt 5 to bond out on that case and then Your Honor allowed her
6 significant enough even with the treatment that Ive 6 a $10000 bond with pretrial release on August
11th of
7 discussed prior to that date to assist the defendant in 7 2016. And so shes able to bond out and thats
her
8 refraining from engaging In the same conduct. 8 opportunity to show this court that she understands that
9 That second excessive DUI is why she was on 9 she needs to get her addictions under control If shes to
10 probation. So she was on felony probation and it appears 10 remain In the community.
11 she does well. Shes able to maintain for about two years 11 So essentially shes on intensive
12 and then in April of 2016 It appears that officers -- 12 supervision. Shes still on probation and she Is also
13 probation officers find alcohol In her home. And then in 13 being supervised on pretrial release conditions in two
14 July again alcohol in her home and the defendant as you 14 felony cases and she cannot do it. She cannot maintain In
15 indicated admits that she had methamphetamine that she 15 the community. And Your Honor referenced the pretrial
16 was going to sell. It sounds like shes denying that she 16 release violations. They span from
the time she bonds out
17 made that comment or that she was doing that but that 17 until the time shes taken back Into custody on
18 came from somewhere. And ultimately she admits using 18 September 22nd.
19 methamphetamine. 19 In the Interim
she picks up another felony
20 Shes charged on July 20th 2016 with the 20 possession of controlled substance which Is our
second
21 first possession of methamphetamine and that case Is 21 possession of controlled
substance case.
pending. 22 She either has abnormal
dilutes when she
So shes a felon on supervised probation 23 UAs. She tests positive for methamphetamine on one
24 facing a probation violation. She knows shes facing 24 occasion. She claims that
she was taking Mucinex. Had
25 prison. Shes picked up a new felony while on felony 25 another
abnormal dilute tests positive again and then
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S. PETERSON: thing l f l, Your onor. 
THE C URT: ll i t. he  I  the absence 
3 of y j ti , the court will i  those hen I se  
the  In the e. 
, before I hear ts fro  the t t , 
6 I'd like t  take  ple of inutes and read gh 
7 these letters so that I have that Infor ation In  head. 
8 Then e can r ceed i t  down the line. 
9 Thank . I ss I ant t  record t  
10 sho  that these -- there r  t  letters here. ne fro  
11 Tina arshal f , ,  the other Is fro  r 
12 , 've no  r  and reviewed those 
13 l tt rs. 
1  All t. s. lll , I'll r r 
15 co ts  r ti ns. 
16 . ILL : ank , j e. In these 
17 c s s the State Is ing to be i g the c rt t  retain 
18 j ri diction. I  t  ti  , the excessive , 
19 i usly the tate ill be i  that the court 
20 revoke the d f t's tence and I  that rider. 
21 In CRFE 2016 - 37 the State Is r ti  
  j g ent of i ti , t   fi  f ll ed  five 
23 r  l t r lnant, it  t  rt t i i  
 j risdiction. 
25 And CR 01 - 16 - , th  tate Is l o 
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1 an xce sive l hol concentration 70, . .  t t's 
2 t? out n d  half onths l t r ft r I itially 
3 i g l d  is r ti  for her first 
 ssive I. 
5   t at lnltlal Intervention s 't 
 ifi nt ugh ev n it  t  tr t ent that I've 
 i ssed ri r t  that date t  ssist t  fendant In 
 fr i i g fr  aging I  t   c duct. 
 hat s  e sive I I   she   
 ti n.  she   l  i   It ears 
  es ell. '  able  i t i  f r t t o  
 and then I  rll f , It pears that officers --
 i  fficers find alc ol I  r e.  t  I  
14 , i , l ohol I  r   the t,   
15 I i t , its t at   t phetamlne, t at s  
  ing  sell. It s nds li e 's ying that she 
17 de t at t r t at she s i g , t t t 
 e fro  s ewhere.  i tely she ad its i  
 t heta lne. 
 '  arged   , 6 it  the 
21 first sse sion f t a phetamlne and that cas  Is 
ding. 
 's  f l   rvised ti  
 f cing  r bation i l ti . e s she's f cing 
 i . '  i ked     il    
ISTINE  SEK 
L-10 4 
1 r i   t  l s five for , and the court 
2 r t i i  j i i ti , an  both riders t  be current 
3 i l . 
4 J , I  a are that the defendant s 
5 been screened for r  o rt and I rt i l  think that 
6 would be an r ri t  condition of ti  after the 
 defendant cce sfully l t  a ri d f r t ined 
8 Jurisdiction and I'll l i   that Is the t t 's 
9 i i  
10 , I kno   c   I  this 
f t's i t ry her alcohol addiction -- It  back 11 
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12 , ,   and In iewing t  c t ti  
13 that e've been , I  that she recounts 
14 I tient tr t ent f r alcohol back In 1988. n 
15 ti nt treat ent I  0. Another I ti t treat ent 
1  t Inter ountaln pital In 2013.  t n I tient --
17 or excuse  -- I t nsive tient In 2014 at sh ood. 
18 nd th  f t's crl lnal i t  
19 r flects  tt rn In hich her substance  d/or 
20 addiction Is l  t of her control. ite l l 
21 I t rvention and pite later on i   r bation and 
22 tion ffi r's Intervention. I i  th t  i g 
23 all the  ck t  r first excessive I. he 
 nviction I   , 3.  she I   
 t , , i , i   t r hicle with 
ISTINE E EK 
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6  
1 ti   she's iven  rt nity t i l 
2 rel ase.  It pears t   that her bon  Is r ced I  
3 the first sse sion f  controlled t , l , 
 fr  6   about t , 6. And she  able 
 t  nd t  t t , and then r r ll ed her 
  , 0 bo d it  i l r l ase  t 11th f 
 6. And  she's able to bon  t  t t'  her 
 rt nity t   this t t t s  erstands t t 
  ne s t  t r dictions under control If s 's t  
 r i  I  t  it . 
  ti ll  s 's  I tensive 
12 i i . 's till  ti n and s  Is l  
 ing pervised  i l r l ase itions I  t  
 l     nnot  It.  not i t i  I  
 t  unity.  ur or r f renced t  l 
 rel se vi l ti . y n f  the i  s  ds t 
 til t  ti e she's t ken ck I to tody  
18 r d. 
 I  t e , she s  t r l  
 ession f controlled , ich I  r second 
2  session f trolled substance c s . 
  it er  r l dilutes h  s  
 's.  t  sitive f r ta lne   
 casion.  l i  t s   ing lnex. ad 
5 ther r l , t  iti  ,  t n 
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1 doesnt show. 1 release conditions from not just Your Honor but another
2 So finally on September 22nd 2016 Your 2 court.
3. Honor takes her into custody. 3 And so it is the States view that her
It appears that the defendant reported that 4 addiction and her criminal thinking someone who is again
her drugs of choice are alcohol and cocaine but that she 5 on felony probation on pretrial release facing a
6 uses meth to somehow counteract the cocaine as I 6 probation violation in a new crime and brings
7 understood her statements. 7 methamphetamine with them to the courthouse someone is
8 And so while on felony probation for 8 not thinking In a way that is rational and reasonable and
9 excessive DUI which is such a huge risk to this 9 safe for them self or others.
10 community someone whos willing to operate a motor 10 And for all those reasons judge all the
11 vehicle at an excessive alcohol concentration while on 11 factors that you must consider which is rehabilitation
12 probation for that she transitions to using 12 it is deterrence specific and general. Community
13 methamphetamine and by her account cocaine as well. 13 protection is paramount from the States perspective in
14 So things get worse quickly and repeatedly. 14 this case. I think she has shown that when she is using
15 And so her pattern continues of being unable to on her 15 in this community she will put others at risk.
16 own in the community even with law enforcement 16 And finally I think there must be a
17 intervention with the new felony charges probation and 17 penalty a punishment for someone who will continue to
18 parole intervention pretrial release court intervention 18 break the law while theyre already on felony probation.
19 even with all those things and prison hanging over her 19 She was able to wrack up her third felony in
20 head shes unable to maintain and show this court that 20 a matter of a month.
21 shes appropriate for community-based supervision. And I 21 And so judge for all those reasons and all
22 reiterate that during this time frame that Im discussing 22 the factors that this court must consider the State does
23 after she bonded out in mid August until shes taken back 23 not view this defendant as appropriate for community-based
24 into custody shes essentially on intensive supervision 24 supervision even in the Drug Court at this time.
25 because shes still on probation and shes on pretrial 25 The State views the retained jurisdiction as
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1 a manner in which we can address rehabilitation. An 1 an alternative to prison. And the Drug Court judges have
2 additional period of forced sobriety. Again shes only 2 prison as their leverage. This defendant has already been
3 been in custody for a significant period of time. I 3 on probation. This isnt a case where its a first-time
4 wouldnt call it significant but straight since 4 offender or its someone who wasnt on probation or being
5 September 22nd to todays date. So about three and a half 5 supervised immediately preceding the new felonies.
6 months. 6 Someone who many years later picks up subsequent felony
7 So an additional period of forced sobriety 7 convictions.
8 an additional period of structure and treatment and then 8 Now I dont work in the Drug Court Your
9 once shes able to show this court that she can perform on 9 Honor. And so if the judges are telling you that thats
10 the period of retained jurisdiction then the Drug Court 10 news to me. And frankly this is your case. All three
11 program would likely be appropriate to ensure that she 11 of these are your cases. And no disrespect to any Drug
12 transitions back into supervised and intensely supervised 12 Court judge but I think this case needs to be analyzed on
13 probation. 13 a case-by-case basis
and not only is rehabilitation
14 So Your Honor that is the States request 14 appropriate but as I mentioned the other factors are
15 in these cases. 15 paramount from the States perspective and the rider
16 THE COURT Ms. Reilly the way I come to 16 meets those factors at this time. Again from the States
17 understand it is the Drug Court judges really prefer under 17 perspective.
18 these circumstances that we dont send them up on a rider 18 But certainly I defer to Your Honor as
19 first because they want to keep that rider option as a 19 always and Im not familiar with the Drug Court judges
20 tool for themselves. Since Ive not been a Drug Court 20 preferences but that would be my response to Your Honors
21 judge Ive tended to defer to that request. 21 inquiry.
Why should this case be different 22 THE COURT Thank you. Ms. Peterson.
MS. REILLY Well frankly it was my 23 MS. PETERSON Thank you Your Honor.
24 understanding that for someone such as the defendant who 24 Your Honor the first time I spoke with Ms.
25 has now three felonies the Drug Court program was really 25 Kroeger she was drunk. It was August 15th
2013. It was
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1 doesn't sho . 
2 So fi ally  t ber , 2016 o r 
3.. onor takes her into t dy. 
It ears that the defendant rted that 
her dr s of choice r  alcohol and i , t t at e 
6 uses eth to so eho  c t ract the i ,  I 
7 understood her state ents. 
8 And so hile on l ny ation for 
9 excessive I, which is such a ge risk t  t is 
10 it , so  who's i ling to t  a otor 
11 vehicle at an excessive lcohol ntration, hile  
12 r tion for t t, she transitions t  ing 
13 t a phetamine and  her account cocaine as ell. 
14 o i gs t r  i kly and tedly. 
15 And  her ttern continues f  l  t   her 
16 , i  t  it , en ith la  enforcement 
17 i t rvention, ith th   l y , r tion and 
18 r le Intervention, r trial l se, rt I t r ti , 
19 even ith ll t  i s and i  nging v r r 
20 ; she's unable to i t in d  this court that 
21 she's riate for nity-based rvision. And I 
22 reiterate t at ri g t is ti  fra e that I'  i i , 
23 after she bonded t I  i  ust until she's taken back 
 i t  , she's ti lly  Intensive r ision 
25 because she's still  r ation d she's  trial 
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1  ner In ich   r  rehabilitation. n 
 itional riod of forced riety. i , she's ly 
3 been In stody f r  i ificant i  of ti e. I 
4 ouldn't call It i ificant, t ight since 
 te ber 22nd to '  t .  t t ree and  half 
6 ths. 
7 o a  iti nal i  of forced i , 
  iti nal  of structure d tr atment d then 
9 nce s 's le t  ow t i  rt that she  f r   
10 the ri  f r t i ed , t  the  o rt 
11 ra  ould ly  ropriate t  r  t t s  
 transitions back I t  rvised d I t sely r ised 
13 tion. 
4 , r r, t t I  t  tate's st 
5 I  t se ses. 
16 E T: . ll , t e  I e t  
 rstand It Is t  r g rt s ly f r under 
18 these circumstances t at  't send the     ri r 
 first because  t t  p t t ri r tion   
0 t l f r t selves. ince I've t    Court 
21 j , I've t nded t  fer t  that st. 
hy l  t i  e  different? 
. I : ll, , It s  
4 rstanding that f r  such  t e f ndant  
5 s  t  f l i s, t  rug rt ra   ll  
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1 release conditions fro  not j st our , t t er 
2 c rt. 
3 And so It is the t t 's view that her 
4 addiction and her cri inal t i i , so  who I  ain 
5 on f l ny tion,  r trial r l , f ing a 
6 r ation violation In a n  crime and  
7 thamphetamlne ith the  t  t  rt ouse,  Is 
8 not t i king In a  t t Is r ti l  r l  and 
9 safe for the  self or others. 
10 And for ail those r , j , ll t  
11 factors that  st i r, which Is r ilit tion, 
12 It is terrence; cific d l. unity 
13 t ction Is ount fro  the State's rspective i  
14 t is c . I think she has shown that n s  I  i g 
15 In this i , s  will t others at risk. 
16 nd fi ll , I t ink t re t be  
17 l ,  i h ent for  ho ill c ti ue t  
18 break the l  while t 're lr dy on f l  tion. 
19 She as able t  wrack  her third f l y In 
2   tt r of  onth. 
21  , , for all those ns and ll 
22 the factors that this c rt st i r, t  t t  does 
 t i w this defendant as riate for ity-based 
 r ision n I  the  ourt t t is ti . 
 e t te i s t  retained risdiction s 
RISTINE E L  
L-1  
6  
  lt rnative to   t  r g rt s have 
   t ir l verage. his def dant   n 
3  ation. is I 't   here It's  first-ti  
4 offender  It's  o 't  i   i g 
 i  I ediately ceding t   f l i . 
6 o eone o   later i ks  t  
7 convictions. 
 , I don't ork I  t   rt, r 
9 onor. d  If t  j ges r  lling  t, t t's 
 s   , , t is I  r . ll t r  
 f t   r . d  t t   g 
 rt j , but I think t is  s t     
  - se is and t ly Is r ilitation 
 riate, t  I ti ned the other factors r  
 ount fr  t  tat 's ctive,  t  rider 
16 ts t se f tors t t is ti . i , fr  t  t t 's 
 rspective. 
18 t rt inly I defer to r ,  
 ,  I'  t f ili r it  the g o rt es 
 f r ces, but that l    ponse t   onor's 
 I uiry. 
22 
 
 : Thank u. s. t rson. 
. : nk , r nor. 
 r , t  first ti  I ke it  . 
 r,  s r nk. t  t , 13. It  
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1 The decisions that I made. I want to offer my apology to I and heal I have to open up to others. Thats my biggest
2 everyone that my addictions have Impacted specifically my 2 character defect. I dont like to show that I am weak. I
3 children. I never did I ever Intend to affect them 3 try to Impose the -- or not Impose -- I try to show that I
directly. 4 have no flaws that I am made of steel -- for lack of
Id like to ask that judge you give me the 5 better words -- and thats something that Ive been able
6 opportunity to rebuild a foundation in sobriety utilizing 6 to do over these past four months and incarcerated and as
7 the Drug Court program. I dont know a lot about the 7 well as just learning about myself.
8 program but what I do know Is that I believe it will 8 I have to allow others in to help me because
9 provide me with tools to live in this community face 9 if I dont then I choose the wrong paths in my life and I
10 challenges that I face in my daily life and learn how to 10 can choose the right ones if I have the support and
11 do it without having to turn to alcohol or drugs. 11 strength. The people that have surrounded me over this
12 The structure that Ive been told about the 12 difficult time theyve told me that Im okay. Im a
13 programming the accountability the commitment the 13 survivor. Its okay to ask for help. And when I cant do
14 honesty thats expected I believe this is a way for me to 14 it myself that someone is there to lean on. I just need
15 start my life. I want my sober life back again. Im 15 to learn how to lean on them.
16 ready to be honest Im ready to work on areas that I 16 My hope is that I can utilize my
17 didnt work on previously and I believe this could be an 17 experiences these lessons that Im learning daily and the
18 Integral part in my sobriety and my future. I want 18 tools that Im provided in these recovery programs before
19 sobriety. I want to prove that Im committed to achieving 19 me to help others that suffer from the debilitating
20 these goals for myself my children and for everyone In 20 disease of addiction.
21 this court. 21 Im an addict. I always have been. I was
22 In closing I want to just acknowledge today 22 born that way and I want to be an example of survival--23that theres been a lot of people that have been there for 23 sorry. And I hope for everyone around me I truly am
24 me that I seek support from In these months that have been 24 capable of regaining my life and I want the opportunity to
25 so difficult. Ive learned that in order for me to grow 25 do that.
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1 Thank you for your time. I character and attitude. The information material and
2 THE COURT All right. Thank you maam. 2 recommendations in the presentence report. The various
3 Ms. Peterson Is there any legal cause why 3 aggravating and mitigating factors. The arguments and
4 we should not proceed with the sentencing at this time 4 recommendations of counsel as well as your own
5 MS. PETERSON No Your Honor. 5 statements.
6 THE COURT All right then. Ms. Kroeger 6 Therefore It Is the judgment of this court
7 upon your admission to violating your probation in the DUI 7 that the following sentence or disposition will be
8 case I do find you to have willfully violated your 8 imposed. First of all in the DUI case for your willful
9 probation as charged in the original motion. And upon 9 violation of probation the court does revoke the order
10 your guilty plea to possession of methamphetamine as 10 suspending sentence and imposing probation and the court
11 charged in the first methamphetamine case. I also find 11 will reinstate the original sentence that was entered in
12 you guilty of unlawful possession of methamphetamine as 12 this case which was five years imprisonment with two
13 charged In Count One of that Information. 13 years fixed followed by three years Indeterminant.
14 And finally In the last case for the 14 And In that case I note that the defendant
15 charge of unlawful possession of methamphetamine I find 15 has incurred 190 days credit for time served.
16 you guilty as charged in the Information in that case. 16 In the first methamphetamine case CRFE
17 As you know maam its my job to exercise 17 2016 - 9337 for your guilty plea I enter a judgment of
18 my best judgment and the appropriate sentencing discretion 18 conviction for the crime of unlawful possession of a
19 thats required by this office bounded and Informed by the 19 controlled substance methamphetamine as charged in Count
20 statutes enacted by our legislature and the cases decided 20 One of that information and impose a total sentence of
21 by our courts to accomplish the overall objectives of 21 imprisonment of seven years imprisonment with two years
criminal sentencing which are protection of public 22 fixed followed by five years indeterminant.
deterrence rehabilitation and punishment as needed. 23 And In that case I note credit for time
24 Ive considered the facts and circumstances 24 served of 130 days. The sentence in that case to run
25 of your case or cases prior criminal record. Your 25 concurrent with the sentence in the DUI case CR
- MD
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1 The decisions that I ade. I ant to offer  logy to 
2 ryone that  addictions have I t ; ifi lly  
3 children. I never did I ever Intend t  ffect them 
tly. 
I'd like to ask t t, Ju ,  ive e the 
6 rtunity t  rebuild  foundation I  riety tilizing 
7 the r g ourt r r . I don't know a lot about the 
8 r , but hat I do kno  Is that I believe It ill 
9 vide  with tools t  live I  this ity, face 
10 llenges that I f ce I   lly life  l r   t  
11 do It without ving to tum to alcohol  . 
12 The tr ture t t I've been told t, the 
13 r r ing, the ntability, the i t, the 
14 t  that's , I lieve t is Is   f r  t  
15 start  life. I want  sober life back in. I'  
16  t  be , I'   t  work  r as that I 
17 didn't ork on i l , and I lieve t is c ld   
18 I tegral rt In  i t  and  future. I ant 
19 i t . I nt t  ve that I'  co itted to ieving 
20 these ls for lf,  children and f r eryone I  
21 this rt. 
 I  l sing I t t  Just nowledge t  
23 that there's been  l t f le t t ve  t re f r 
  t t I ek rt fr  I  these onths that have been 
25  difficult. I've l rned t t I  r r f r  t   
1 
2 
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Thank  for ur ti . 
T E T: ll i t. Thank , a'a . 
 s. , I  t re y al se  
4  should not r ceed ith t  tencing t t i  ti e? 
5 
 
. T : , our or. 
E : ll i t then. s. , 
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 n r i i  t  i l ting r i  In the I 
 , I  fi   t  e i lfully i lated r 
 ti   rged I  the i l otion. n  n 
 ur ilty  t  session f phetamlne  
11 rged In the first t phetamlne c se. I ls  fi  
  ilty f lawful ession f eta lne  
13 rged In ount  f t t I f r tion. 
 , ll ,  the last  f r t  
 rge f lawful session f t hetamlne, I find 
  ilty  rged I  t e I f r tion I  that . 
17  u , a' , It's  Job t  ex rcise 
  st Judgment  t  ri te tencing discretion 
 that's uired  t is ffice nded  I f r   t  
 t t tes cted  r l l t re and the cases decided 
  r urts t  co plish t  overall jectives of 
4 
cri i l t i , ich r  i  f , 
t rr nce, ilitation  t  ded. 
've sidered  cts  circumstances 
5 f r  r , i r ri i l record. Your 
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1 and l, I have to n  to others. That's  i  
2 character defect. I don't like to sho  that I a  eak. I 
3 ry to ose the -- r t I ose -- I tr  t  show that I 
4 have no l , that I  made of steel -- for lack of 
5 better words -- and that's t i  that I've been able 
6 to do r these st four onths and Incarcerated and as 
7 ell as Just l i  about lf. 
8 I have to allo  others In to l  e bec use 
9 If I n't, then I choose the rong ths In  life and I 
10 n choose the i t  If I have the  and 
11 tr ngth. The le that have s rrounded  v r t i  
12 difficult ti , t 've told e that I'  y. I'  a 
13 s rvivor. It's y to ask for l . And when I can't do 
14 It lf, that eone Is there to lean . I Ju t need 
15 to learn  t  lean  them. 
16   Is t t I c  tilize  
17 , these lessons that I'  l r ing ll  and th  
18 tools that I'  r vided In these very  before 
19 e t  l  ot rs t t s ff r from the it ting 
20 disease of addiction. 
21 I'   ict. I  have been. I  
22 born that , and I t t     f r i l --
23 . nd I e for ryone around , I ly  
 ble f aining  life  I t t  rtunity to 
25 do that. 
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1 racter and attitude. The I f ti , aterial and 
 r tions I  t  entence r rt. The various 
 gravating  iti ating f t r . The t  and 
4 reco endations f , s ll  r  
 t t nts. 
 , It I  the Judgment of this court 
 t t t  i  tence r i i  will be 
 I . ir t f , I  t  I  f r  willful 
 i l tion f i , the t does revoke t  r r 
 spending tence  I i  ation and the rt 
 lll i t  the i i l se tence t t  t red I  
 t i  , ich  fi e  I i ent ith t o 
13  i , f ll ed  t r  r  l t r l ant. 
 nd  that  I note t t t  fendant 
  I curred 0 s it for ti e served. 
 I  t e first t hetamlne ,  
17 6 - , f r r ilty , I t r  Judgment f 
 viction f r t  ri  f l f l ession of  
 tr ll  , t phetamlne,  r ed I  t 
  f t Infor ation and I   t t l s tence f 
 I rison ent of n  I i ent ith t o  
 fi  f ll ed  five  lndeter lnant. 
  I  t t  I te credit for ti  
 rved f  s.  ntence I  t t  t  r  
 ncurrent it  e tence I  t  I ,  -  
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1 2013 - 11741. In that case I will also Impose standard 1 this case and for which the defendant has already been
2 court costs and fees and a fine of $1000 and restitution 2 screened and found eligible.
3 of $259.50 as previously indicated. 3 Some of the factors going both ways. I note
There should be no need for a DNA and 4 that the probation officer recommended a rider. The
thumbprint in either of the two methamphetamine cases 5 presentence writer recommended a rider. The plea bargain
6 because I believe those were done in the DUI case. 6 agreement called for a rider even though the second--7
In the second methamphetamine case CR 01 - 7 the global offer indicated the defendant could be
8 16 - 31785 I enter a judgment of conviction for the crime 8 screened. I would note that this amounts to her second
9 of possession -- unlawful possession of a controlled 9 and third felony convictions. She was on probation at the
10 substance methamphetamine as alleged in the information 10 time.
11 Impose a total sentence of imprisonment of seven years 11 1 want to note for the record that the
12 with three years fixed followed by four years 12 defendant Indicated In the first methamphetamine case when
13 indeterminant. 13 she was charged and arrested at that time she indicated
14 Credit for time served in that case of 107 14 that she wasnt using methamphetamine. She was only
15 days. And the sentence in that case to run concurrent 15 selling methamphetamine which if true means she could
16 with the sentence In the previous methamphetamine case 16 have been charged with delivery of a controlled substance
17 which is case number CRFE 2016 - 9337. 17 or possession of a controlled substance with intent to
18 I will impose court costs and fees in that 18 deliver which could have resulted in a possible
19 case as well as a fine of $1500 and restitution of 19 imprisonment of life in prison.
20 $274. And again no DNA and thumbprint in that case. 20 And on the second charge the State could
21 Ultimately the question becomes in all of 21 have filed an Information Part Two charging the defendant
22 these cases whether or not I retain jurisdiction and send 22 with being a persistent violator for being her third
23 you on a rider as recommended by the State or whether I 23 felony which could also have increased her sentence to a
24 suspend the sentence and give you probation which 24 possible life in prison.
25 includes Drug Court as recommended by the defendant in 25 I would say In that regard the defendant has
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1 already dodged a bullet even if the sentences were to be I agreeing with the arguments of the State that in order to
2 imposed as is. Seemed no doubt pursuant to the plea 2 ensure a higher likelihood of success through the Drug
3 bargain agreement that the defendant has had a 25-year 3 Court process that the period of lets say isolation
4 history of severe drug and alcohol abuse. Its affected 4 and quiet reflection that Is provided through the rider
5 nearly every aspect of her life. 5 program is perhaps under these circumstances most likely
6 While her son Is now grown and an adult her 6 to assure her success in the Drug Court program which is
7 daughter Is now living with her father -- that is the 7 essentially a probationary program and while there are
8 defendants ex-husband down In Salt Lake City. 8 clear merits to people basically being released to real
9 I also noted throughout the PSI that the 9 life while being under the supervision of the Drug Court
10 defendant has rung up somewhere in the vicinity of 80 to 10 program and acknowledging that the defendant has gone
11 $100000 in credit card debt. Thats got to be 11 through several 30-day type residential substance abuse
12 unmanageable debt with the credit card interest rates 12 treatment programs and considering that the Department of
13 likely sending the defendant spiraling towards bankruptcy 13 Corrections in the last six months has essentially
14 court. All of those things are stressors that oftentimes 14 converted over to the
-- what we sometimes call the
15 the defendant has put those stresses on her own back along 15 Cincinnati Substance Abuse Programing and Thinking For a
16 with just the stress of the costs and effects of serious 16 Change.
17 alcohol and substance abuse. 17 Im going to in all three cases retain
18 I note too that in her life story and in the 18 jurisdiction for up to 365 days and send the defendant up
19 presentence report it describes circumstances. Again I 19 on a rider where near as I can tell she
will likely get
20 dont need to detail these on the record but 20 programming Including the CBISA programming -- sometimes
21 circumstances which through no fault of her own at least 21 called the Cincinnati Substance Abuse Programming as well
I
in some circumstances have resulted in additional serious 22 as Thinking For a Change.
stress. Those things largely I think caused by criminal 23 Im not sure how to convey this to the
24 thinking errors on top of addiction issues. 24 Department of Corrections but I do believe that the LSI
25 I find myself all things considered 25 score is wrong and improperly low because it does not take
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1 2013 - 11741. In that case I ill also I ose st ndard 
2 court costs and fees and  fine of ,0 , and restitution 
3 of 259.50 as r i l  Indicated. 
There should be no need for a  a  
t u bprint In either of the two ta lne cases 
6 because I believe those ere ne I  t e I . 
7 In the second t ta lne ,   -
8 16 - , I enter  j ent of conviction f r t  ri  
9 of ssion -- unlawful ssion of  controlled 
10 s t , t heta lne, as ll ged I  t  I for ation, 
11 ose  total tence of I i ent of seven  
12 it  t r  rs fi ed followed  four  
13 lndeter lnant. 
14 redit f r ti  served In that  of 107 
15 ys. And the sentence In t t c s  t  r  ncurrent 
16 with the s tence In the revious t heta lne , 
17 hich Is case r  6 - 7. 
18 I will I  court costs an  fees I  that 
19 , as ell as a fine of ,50 , and restitution of 
20 4. And i ,  A and bprint I  t t . 
2  lti tely the stion beco es In all f 
22 these cases hether r t I r t i  j risdiction and se  
23 u   rider  rec mended  t  t te r hether I 
 end t  ntence and i e  i , ich 
25 Includes r  ourt  rec mended  t  defendant In 
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1 lr  d  bullet ev  If t e tences r  t  be 
2 I posed  Is. See ed no doubt t t  t  l  
 rgain r nt that the defendant has   - ar 
4 i tory of severe rug  l ol se. It's affected 
 rly ery pect of her life. 
6 ile r  I   r n and  lt, r 
7 hter Is  li ing it  r f t er -- that I  the 
 f t's ex-husband do n I  lt ke  
9 I l  ted hout the I t at t  
10 defendant has   ewhere I  t  i inity of   
11 , 0 In credit card t. t's t t   
12 anageable bt ith t  credit card I t r st ; 
13 li ely ing t e efendant li  t ards nkruptcy 
4 urt. ll of t se  re str r  t t ft ti es 
15 the fendant  t t se t   her  k l ng 
16 ith t th  str ss f t  sts  ffects of serious 
 l ohol and substance se. 
1  I te t o that I  her life r   I  t e 
19 sentence t It cribes i u stances. , I 
0 don't need t  detail these  t  , t 
1 ircumstances hich   f lt f r , t l st 
I  e i , ve r lt  I  additional s ri  
tr ss.  i  l , I ,   i i l 
 t i king rr r   t p f iction I s. 
 I fi d lf, ll  , 
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3 Some of the factors i  both ys. I t  
4 that the bation officer reco mended  rider. he 
5 r entence riter recommended  rider.   r ain 
6 agree ent called for a ri r; even t ugh the sec d --
7 the l al offer Indicated the defendant could be 
8 screened. I ld te t t this t  to her secon  
9 and third f l  convictions. She   ation at the 
10 ti e. 
11 I want to note for the record t tt  
12 defendant Indicated I  the first t lne  n 
13 she as rged and arr st  t t t ,  I icated 
14 that she as 't i g t eta lne. he as  
15 lli  t t l e, , If ,  she could 
16 have been rged ith li ry of a c trolled stance 
17 or session f  c tr ll  substance ith Intent to 
18 li r, hich could have r s lt  I   ible 
19 I rison ent of life In  
20 nd on the sec d , the tate could 
21 ve flied  Infor ation art o r ing t  fendant 
22 it  i g  i t t violator for i  her t ird 
23 f l , hic  c l  l  have Increased her sentence t   
24 ible life In i on. 
25 I ld  I  that rd the def ndant  
ISTINE  SEK 
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1 r eing it  t  t  of the tate that In r r t  
2 re  r li lihood f ss  t   
3 Court , that the i d f, l t'  , Isolation 
  t reflection that Is vided  t  ri r 
5  Is r aps r these ir stances st ly 
 t  re her ess In th   rt , hich I  
 ll   ti ry   ile t r  r  
8 cl ar rit  t  ple ically i g releas d t  r l 
 life hile i g under t e ervision f t    
 r   owledging t t t  fendant   
11  eral   residenti l s stance  
12 t t ent ,  sidering t t t  t f 
 rrections I  the last six t   i ll  
1  c verted r t  t  -- hat  so eti s c ll t e 
 i innati bstance e  and i king r  
 ge. 
 I'  i g to In all t r  c  r t i  
18 j risdiction f r  t    and send t  fendant  
   rider , r s I  ll,  ill i ely t 
20 r ing, i l ding the I   -- ti  
21 call d t  i cinnati stance buse   ll 
  i king For  ge. 
 I'm t   t  vey t i  t  t  
 t f , t I  li ve that t  I 
 re I  r ng  I r rly l  use it  t ke 
ISTINE  SEK 
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1 into account the second methamphetamine charge. And I do I and in other things that have gone on in your life
2 want to somehow make that clear because if your LSI score 2 and my advice and recommendation is Go there with the
3 is not high enough then the Department of Corrections 3 attitude to learn as much as you possibly can in every
will not give you certain programming because they dont 4 area where it might possibly be helpful so that you come
believe that you need it because your LSI score is not 5 out of there basically with your guns fully loaded to take
high enough. 6 on life. Because as you know youre old enough to know
7 In this case I believe that her LSI score is 7 at this point life is going to throw all the crap at you
8 wrong given the sentencing that were doing here today. 8 that it can. And given your frailties it will probably
9 It might not have been wrong lets say back in September 9 even throw more at you.
10 when we werent aware of the new charges but given the 10 So if you want to accomplish the things that
11 violations of pretrial release conditions and the new 11 you mentioned in your statement specifically learning
12 charge of possession of methamphetamine I think it is 12 how when and where and who to ask for help and being able
13 clearly wrong. I believe the defendant needs the standard 13 to help others I think while youre there in addition to
14 two programs the CBISA and the Thinking For a Change 14 learning a lot about yourself and helping yourself a lot
15 programming. 15 you also stand in a position to help others a lot. And I
16 Finally I believe that the defendant should 16 think all of those together coupled with what I might call
17 look into and take advantage of a number of additional 17 the intense strictness of Drug Court programming because
18 programming and extra classes. 18 it would be my full intention to put you into the Drug
19 I can tell Ms. Kroeger from your statement 19 Court program when you get out which is probably going to
20 that youre a very intelligent person and that gives you a 20 be at least two more years of some pretty intense
21 big advantage on probably a lot of people that you will 21 supervision and follow up and back into court on a weekly
22 meet in the rider programming. And I know that they have 22 basis.
23 a lot of extra programming. So consider seriously the 23 And it seems to me that if your rider in six
24 grief and loss programs and other programs that may be 24 months from now and youve had a couple -- three months of
25 related to things that you addressed in your life story 25 sobriety there and you get another two years worth through
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1 Drug Court that could be close to three full years of I with living your life on your own terms rather than having
2 sobriety and then hopefully you can do well enough to 2 somebody looking over your shoulder all the time. That
3 essentially be out on your own with just only kind of 3 would be my overall objective.
4 probation kind of supervision and you can develop those 4 But I would warn you this right now Ms.
5 good habits and such to get you through the rest of your 5 Kroeger and I would probably warn you again in six
6 life without having the court system and the probation 6 months. If I put you on Drug Court or give you probation
7 officers you know looking down your neck every 12 hours 7 there wont be any more chances. I mean you really have
8 or whatever it is that It Is. 8 to make this work and one of the reasons why the sentence
9 I mean ultimately the goal is for you to 9 was more harsh in the second methamphetamine case than the
10 live your life on your own without the legal system having 10 first one is to remind you of that because in the end
11 to hold you hand or kick you in the butt as the case may 11 thats the case and thats the sentence that matters the
12 be. 12 most because its the most harsh of all of them and its
13 So my primary objective in this case is to 13 concurrent with all of them. So the bottom line is
14 accomplish the goal of rehabilitation. I think the State 14 Thats the one that carries the most weight and if it is
15 makes a valid point that there are elements of punishment 15 imposed thats three years of fixed time that you dont
16 to this but I think you can do view this In a negative 16 get away from.
17 way as punishment. I think you can view this as a 17 So thats my thought process Ms. Kroeger
18 positive way of kind of -- Im not a Pollyanna here but I 18 and thats my thinking and while its not the normal thing
19 think you can kind of view this as something like a 19 that I do I think you can understand that from the
20 six-month paid vacation where you have to just do nothing 20 questions that I asked. I think in your case again
21 but work on yourself. 21 given a 25-year history of severe drug and alcohol abuse
Then when you get out hopefully you can get 22 I think thats whats persuaded me in this case to give
reunited with your daughter and you can get these things 23 you that six months of intense time for you to work
24 back going and the system essentially will loosen Its 24 through the programs and the issues and hopefully be more
25 claws on you a little more each day and you can get on 25 successful in the Drug Court and not only more successful
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1 Into account the second t t l  r e. nd I do 
2 want to somehow make that clear because If  LSI score 
3 Is not i  , then t  partment f rrections 
ill not ive  certain i  because  't 
believe that  need It because r LSI r  Is not 
i  gh. 
7 In this case I believe that her L I score Is 
8 g i en the t ncing t t 're i g r  y. 
9 It i t not have been , let's , back In tember 
10   r 't re f t   , but i en the 
11 violations of r trial release conditions  t e  
12 rge of ssion of t t l , I think It Is 
  g. I li ve t  fendant needs the standard 
 t o , t e I   t  inking r   
15 i . 
16 i ll , I believe that the defendant should 
 l k I t   t ke vantage f  r f additional 
18 i  and xtr  cl ss s. 
19 I n t ll, s. r , fro   state ent 
20 t t 're  ry I t lli ent r on  t t s   
21 i  vantage on ably a lot of l  that u ill 
22 t I  t e ri r   I kno  that t  have 
  l t f tr    ider  t e 
24 rief and l ss rams  t er  t t   
25 r l ted t  t ings that  addressed In  life  
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1  rt, t t could be close to three full rs of 
 ri ty  t  pefully    ll h to 
3 ti ll  be out  r  ith t  i  f 
4 bation i  f ervision and   lop t se 
 od bits   t  t  t r ugh t e rest of  
 life it out ing t e urt   t  bation 
7 i ,  , l ing n r ck ry  rs 
 r atever it I  t t it i . 
 I , t l  t  l I  f r   
10 liv  r life    it t t e l  i g 
11 t  l     kick  i  t  tt s t e c se  
2 . 
13 o   j ctive i  t i   I  t  
 plish  l f ilit ti . I t i k t e t te 
 kes  lid t t t t   l ents of i t 
 t  i , ut I t ink    i  t i  I   ative 
17 y  ishment. I t i k   vi  t i    
 sitive  f i  f -- I'm t  ll nna , but I 
 t i k  n i  f i  t i   ething li   
20 i - th  tion here  v  t    thing 
 t ork  rself. 
 
n n  t , efully   t 
ited ith  ughter    t t se i  
 k i g nd t e   ill l s n Its 
 l s    little  h y    t  
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1 and In other i  that have   I   , 
2 and  advice and reco mendation Is: o there ith the 
3 attitude to learn  uch   ibly  In ry 
4 area here It i  sibly be l ful so t t  c  
5 out of there i ally ith   f lly loaded to take 
6  life. Because   , 're old h to kno  
7 t t is  life Is i g to throw all the  at  
8 t t It . And i n  fr ilti , It will r ably 
9 even thr  r  t . 
10 o If  ant t  plish t  i gs t t 
11  ntioned I  r t t t, ifically l rning 
12 ,   ere  who to ask for l  and i  able 
13 to l  t , I think hile 're there In ition t  
14 l rning  lot about r lf and l i g l  a l , 
  l  t d I   sition to  others  lot. And I 
 t ink ll f t e  led ith t I i t ll 
17 the Intense strictness f  rt   
18 It would be  full Intention to t  Into the  
 rt  n  t , which Is bably i g to 
20 be at least t o ore  f s   I t nse 
21 rvision and follow  and back Into court on a kly 
 i . 
  It s t   t t If  ri r I  six 
24 t  fro   and 've had  l  -- t r  nths f 
  t r    t another t o r  orth  
I TINE ANNE LESEK 
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1 ith i g  lif     t  rather than ing 
 ebody ing er  l r ll t  ti . That 
3 ould be  v rall j ctive. 
 t I ould rn  t is  , s. 
 ,  I uld ably rn  i  I  six 
 
 ths. If I t    rt r i   , 
7 there on't be y r  c c s. I ,  ll   
 t  ke t i  rk and  of the s  t  s tence 
  r  rsh i  t   l  e than the 
1  irst  Is t  r i   f t t se I  t   
11 's   and th t's t  s t nce t t tt r  t  
 t use It's t  t r  of all of the  and It's 
 current ith ll f t .  t  ttom li  I : 
 's   t t c rri s t  t ight  If It i  
 I , t t'  t ree rs  fi d i  t  don't 
 t ay fr . 
17 o t t's  t s, . , 
  t t's  i king  il  It's t the nor al i  
 t t I , I t ink   rstand t t fr  t  
20 stions t I asked. I t i k I   , , 
 i n  r   re g and alcoh l , 
 I t i k t t's t's aded  I  t i  e t  i  
  t  ths f I tense ti  f r  t  rk 
 rough e    I   fully   
 essful I  t e r g t  t   ssful, 
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I give you more confidence going in that you can do that I that can be accomplished.
2 because you will come out of the rider program with some 2 Is there anything further in this case that
3 significant new knowledge and skills and experience that I 3 we should do here
think will accomplish that objective. 4 MS. REILLY Not from the State.
So rightly or wrongly maam thats what 5 MS. PETERSON Nothing from the defense.
v Ive decided and why. 6 Thank you.
7 Now I want to remind you that if you are 7 THE COURT All right. Thank you counsel.
8 dissatisfied in each of these cases you do have the right 8 Ms. Kroeger I do wish you the best. I
9 to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. And if you want to 9 think you will come back and tell me that in the end you
10 do that a written notice of appeal would have to be 10 learned lot and it was a worthwhile effort. So--11
filed. You have the right to a lawyer in that appeal and 11 THE DEFENDANT Thank you Your Honor.
12 If you cant afford one a lawyer would be appointed to 12 THE COURT -- go in with a good attitude
13 represent you and the costs of appeal can be waived upon 13 give it a good effort and youll come out with a good
14 a proper showing that you cant afford the costs. 14 recommendation Im sure of that.
15 I want to be clear on this Ms. Kroeger. If 15 THE DEFENDANT Okay. Thank you so much. I
16 you want to appeal you really need to file a notice of 16 appreciate it.
17 appeal in each of the three cases. One notice of appeal 17 That completes the proceedings for this
18 in one case wont necessarily do the job. So if you want 18 date.
19 to do this make sure that three of them get filed not 19
20 just one. 20
21 Counsel can hold on to their written PSIs 21
22 for the time being until the rider review hearing. 22
23 Defendant will be remanded to the custody of 23
24 the Ada County Sheriff for delivery to the Idaho 24
25 Department of Corrections to begin programming as soon as 25
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1 i e  r  c fidence ing i  that   do that 
2 because  ill co e t f t  ri r  with  
3 i ifi t new ledge and skills and rience t t I 
think will plish that jective. 
o i tly r l , ' , that's what 
u I've decided and hy. 
7 , I nt t  re ind  that if  are 
 dissatisfied in each f t se ,   have the ri t 
9 to al to the Idaho reme rt.  if  t t  
10  ,  ritt  tice of al ould have to be 
11 filed. ou ve t e t t   r i  t t eal and 
1  if  can't afford ,   ld  ointed t  
13 t , and the costs of l can be iv d  
14  r ing that  can't afford the c sts. 
 I nt t   l r  is, . r eger. If 
16  ant to l,  ll   t  fil   tice f 
17 eal in each of the three cases. ne notice f l 
1  i   c s  won't ssarily do the j . So if  ant 
19 to do i , k  s r  t t t r e f t  t fil ; not 
20 t e. 
21 sel  l   t  their ritten I's 
 f r t  ti e i  til t e ri r r i w ring. 
23 efendant ill  r anded t  t e stody of 
 t   ty riff f r li ry t  t  Idaho 
 partment of orrections t  in i     
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that can be plished. 
Is there t i  further in this c s  t t 
 ld do here? 
MS. REILLY: Not fro  the State. 
S. PET RSON: ing fr  t  f e. 
ank . 
T E : ll ht. Thank , counsel. 
s. , I  i   t  t. I 
think  ill co e back and tell e t t i  t    
l rned l t  it   worthwhile effort. So --
E : nk , our onor. 
T  : --  i  ith   , 
i e it   effort and 'll co e out it    
r ommendation I'   of that. 
 : . Thank  so uch. I 
reciate it. 
(That pletes t  eedings f r t i  
.) 
********** 
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